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Abstract
The last decades have not only been characterized by an explosive growth of data, but
also an increasing appreciation of data as a valuable resource. Their value comes with the
ability to extract meaningful patterns that are of economic, societal or scientific relevance. A
particular challenge is the identification of patterns across time, including those that might
only become apparent when the temporal dimension is taken into account. Here, we present a
novel method that aims to achieve this by detecting dynamic clusters, i.e. structural elements
that can be present over prolonged durations. It is based on an adaptive identification of
majority overlaps between groups at different time points and accommodates the transient
decompositions in otherwise persistent dynamic clusters. Our method enables the detection
of persistent structural elements with internal dynamics and can be applied to any classifiable
data, ranging from social contact networks to arbitrary sets of time stamped feature vectors.
It represents a unique tool to study systems with non-trivial temporal dynamics and has a
broad applicability to scientific, societal and economic data.
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1 Introduction
With digitalization penetrating all aspects of life we are witnessing an explosive growth of
data. Data clustering (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 2009), i.e. a categorization of data sources into
different groups, is one of the most popular approaches to harvest knowledge from this deluge of
data. In countless applications data clustering has shown to reveal latent yet meaningful structures.
Clustering can be applied to both non-relational data (information about individual data sources)
and relational data (information about the relation between data sources). In non-relational data,
clustering aims to group data sources based on some measure of similarity. In relational data,
clustering - also called community detection - focuses on identifying sets of data sources that are
more densely connected within, as compared to between, sets.
The bulk of methods for cluster detection both in non-relational (Jain et al., 1999) and in relational
data (Fortunato, 2010; Fortunato and Hric, 2016) has been developed for static datasets. However,
one particular aspect of the ever growing amount of available data is the temporal dimension. In
temporal data, each data source might contribute several data points to the dataset, each with a
different time stamp. Including this temporal information allows to delineate the evolution of a
system. The temporal information can be crucial for the understanding of observed patterns, as
many systems are intrinsically dynamic; any observed state can only be explained in light of the
history of the system. Some of the pertinent examples highlighting the importance of temporal
dynamics are social media (Chakrabarti et al., 2006), mobile subscriber networks (Palla et al.,
2007) or co-authorship relations (Backstrom et al., 2006; Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2010).
In the last decade and a half, considerable efforts were made to extend static methods to time-
stamped data and develop new ones capable to cope with temporal data. Such methods are
commonly referred to as evolutionary clustering, a term shaped by Chakrabarti et al. (2006), or
dynamic community detection in the context of social network analysis. A topical overview can
be found in the review by Dakiche et al. (2019).
A common representation of time stamped data is in the form of a sequence of snapshots, with
each snapshot being an aggregation of data points over a certain amount of time, e.g. per day,
per month or per year. In a single snapshot each data source is maximally present with a single
data point. This data point is the result of an aggregation, if a data source contributes several data
points to a single snapshot. For relational data such representation is also called time-window
graphs (Holme, 2015). The advantage of this approach lies in the representation of temporal data
in the form of a series of static datasets that can be analyzed using the rich tool-set from traditional
clustering analysis. The drawback is the loss of all temporal information about the data sources
within the aggregation windows. Several approaches to include temporal information adapt either
the snapshot representation, like the creation of joint graphs from two snapshots (Palla et al.,
2007), or the measures from static clustering (Dinh et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2007), or both (Mucha
et al., 2010). Another option is to define rules to combine a sequence of clusterings resulting form
static methods applied to each snapshot. We will refer to this approach as ad hoc evolutionary
clustering. It can be considered to be a more general approach due to its independence on the
clustering method used. Ad hoc evolutionary clustering methods are by definition applicable both
to non-relational and to relational data.
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Evolutionary clustering methods define dynamic clusters (DCs), i.e. clusters that might persist
over several snapshots, based on rules that relate clusters between time points. Careful thought
and consideration should be given to the definition of those rules and their underlying principles.
Ideally, the concept of a DC is defined a priori, such that the set of rules is an implementation of
the concept and not the other way around.
Here, we propose an ad hoc evolutionary clustering method to detect DCs in temporal data. Our
method is highly flexible, as the only requirement for its application is a time-series of clusterings,
which can be generated by any clustering method applied to relational or non-relational data,
including overlapping community detection methods for relational data, such as the one by Palla
et al. (2005). Our framework utilises majority as basis to detect DCs. It features a rule-set
that allows to adapt the temporal scale at which processes are deemed relevant for the dynamic
cluster structure. As a result, the framework allows to capture and study short-lived changes,
e.g. natural fluctuations, small perturbation or small-scaled processes within the clusters, such
as fission-fusion dynamics (Aureli et al., 2008), without loosing track of the dynamics at longer
time scales. Finally, it is applicable to “live” datasets, i.e. with continuously generated data.
In the following, we dissect the life-cycle events of a DC in the context of a sequence of snapshots.
We specify a set of properties that explicitly define what we consider to be a robust DC. Then,
we present a set of rules, along with an algorithmic procedure, to detect DCs. In addition,
the functioning of the novel framework is illustrated by means of synthetic examples and two
exemplary use cases: the voting behaviour of US senators throughout the history of the US
congress and the social structure over several generations of a population of free-ranging house
mice.
2 The life-cycle of a dynamic cluster
In a sequence of snapshot representations of temporal data, DCs consist of a time-series of sets
of data sources. We will refer to these data sources as the members of the DC. Changes in this
time-series of members will determine the life-cycle of the DC. Such changes can be classified
into six elementary events: birth, death, growth, shrinkage, split and merge, illustrated in FIG. 1.
The life-cycle of a DC can be described in general terms and even before exact rules are defined
how a DC is identified (see SI SECTION 2). However, robustly linking observed patterns to these
life-cycle events requires a set of explicitly defined rules. In combination with an algorithmic
application procedure they define an ad hoc evolutionary clustering method. Before we proceed
to the presentation of our novel method, we present the properties of a dynamic cluster that we
define as robust DC and that will figure as underlying principles to the set of rules for our method.
3 Definition of a robust dynamic cluster
A simple and intuitive principle to link clusters over time, in order to build a DC, is a majority
based association, where the biggest fraction of the members of a cluster is followed to some
other point in the past or future. We use bijective majority based relations, i.e. clusters from
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FIG. 1 Illustration of events in the life-cycle of a dynamic cluster (DC). Upper part: DC with
individual members in a sequence of snapshots of a time stamped dataset. In non-relational data, clusters
originate from similarity measures between data points, as highlighted by the position of each data
point within a snapshot. In relational data, the position is irrelevant and clusters correspond to (more
densely) connected data sources (nodes). Relations between data sources are illustrated by lines between
them. Enclosed sets of nodes correspond to clusters, with the colour implicating the associated DC. The
dashed lines are visual guidelines to track the present DCs through time. Lower part: Cluster based
representation of a DC using an Alluvial diagram. Each block corresponds to a cluster. The height
of a block represents the cluster size, the width has no particular meaning. The flows between blocks
illustrate how the data sources redistribute between time points. The difference between block height
and summed height of in- and out-flows corresponds to the number of introduced and removed data
sources, respectively.
neighbouring time points reciprocally hold each others biggest fraction of members, as a first
criterion to identify DCs.
An additional challenge, despite the establishment of linking relations between neighbouring
snapshots, are the concepts of persistence and continuity. Intuitively, we tend to identify DCs
as sets of data sources that appear as related clusters over several consecutive time-points. If
they only appear together in a cluster every other time, identifying them as members of a DC
becomes more dubious. While in both cases the DC shows persistence over time, the latter lacks
continuity. Many real systems are prone to produce discontinuous but persistent structures. We
will follow the nomenclature of Rosenberg and Hirschberg (2007) and use the term homogeneous
discontinuities to describe cases where a DC transiently decomposes into sub-units. A variety
of dynamic patterns fall into this classification, most notably the fission-fusion patterns well-
studied in social systems (Aureli et al., 2008). We identify two elementary patterns in DCs with
homogeneous discontinuities: splintering and transitioning. As splintering, we denote events
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where members of a DC are temporally split into several sub-clusters. A transitioning event is
defined by a series of points, during which the members gradually attach to a splinter sub-cluster,
until all members have transitioned and the growing splinter cluster effectively becomes the initial
DC. Both events must be transient, as otherwise the initial DC can not be considered to persist.
The definition of an adequate time-scale limit at which splintering and transitioning events can be
considered transient, must be defined on a case-by-case basis. FIG. 2 illustrates how two extreme
choices in the time-scale limit affect the detection of DCs. We add to the list of desirable features
the capability to track clusters over time in spite of homogeneous discontinuities.
With these clarifications at hand, we postulate that the following set of features should define a
DC and figure as a basis for the implementation of a detection algorithm (see FIG. 3 for a visual
representation):
Majority based DCs must be identified using a bijective majority based association criterion
between clusterings from different points in the time-series. Clusters that reciprocally hold
each others biggest fractions of members, should belong to the same DC.
Progressive A dynamic clustering must be based on existing data and be capable to incorporate
newly generated data into the existing structure, i.e. DCs must be progressively detectable
on a live dataset. This feature is equivalent to the condition that the dynamic clusters, at
any point in time, can only depend on data from that and, potentially, any previous time
point.
Robust against high turnovers The dynamic structure should show minimal dependency on
the introduction and disappearance of data sources in the dataset. It ensures that the DC
structure only follows structural changes and is not dominated by the turnover of data
sources in the dataset.
Structurally consistent The most recent DC structure should always coincide with the clustering
detected in this snapshot. Structural consistency is of particular importance in a live dataset,
because the last (or current) snapshot continuously changes with incoming data. However,
this requirement does not exclude the possibility that the clustering deviates from that of
DCs, at points previous to the last point of observation.
Resilient against homogeneous discontinuities Persistent structures showing homogeneous
discontinuities should still be identified as a DC. Homogeneous discontinuities are transient
decompositions of two different types:
Splintering: Decomposition into sub-clusters.
Transitioning: Emergence of a sub-clusters that gradually absorbs the majority of mem-
bers from the DC.
Sensitivity to time-scale of discontinuity The time-scale at which discontinuities are consid-
ered to be transient is context specific, and thus, needs to be adaptable.
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FIG. 2 Illustration of how continuity in expression of a persistent dynamic cluster (DC) affects
the observed structural dynamics. Center top: Alluvial diagram showing the time-series of clusters in
a sequence of snapshots from a synthetic dataset. Left: The same alluvial diagram but with each colour
representing a DC. The DCs are formed based on the condition of continuous presence throughout their
life-span. The association criterion for clusters is based on a simple bijective majority rule between each
neighboring time point, i.e. two clusters from neighbouring time points are associated to the same DC if
they contain the majority of each other’s members. Right: The same alluvial diagram, but with each
colour representing a DC. In this case, the condition on continuity is relaxed. A particular DC must
be detectable within a limited number of time points - here set to five. The association criterion is still
based on a bijective majority rule, but generalized to distant time points. For a detailed description of
the method see SECTION 4 or refer to TABLE S1 from the supplementary material.
4 A novel ad hoc evolutionary clustering method
For an in-depth description and definition of each term introduced in this section refer to SI
SECTION 3.
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FIG. 3 Illustration of different stages of the progressive detection algorithm. The status of the
progressive algorithm at the time of observation is indicated using an orange arrowed box and specified
by the time index i. The defined features are illustrated as follows: Majority based: Associations of
clusters at ti to existing DCs are based on a bijective majority match with clusters from earlier time
points (see SECTION 4 for details). Progressiveness: Gray elements correspond to future data and are,
therefore, irrelevant to the DC detection algorithm. Robustness against turnover: Strong size fluctuations
of a DC, (e.g. the growth from t1 to t2 by over 100% and shrinkage between t2 and t3) should not affect
the identification of a DC. Structural consistency: The algorithm should generate a DC structure that
coincides with the present clustering. Each cluster at the current stage of the algorithm has an individual
colour, as illustrated by step i = 3. Splinter-Resilience: From the three DCs identified at i = 3, the top
most cluster is retrospectively identified at i = 4 as a splinter sub-cluster, and thus, is re-integrated into
the blue DC. Transition-Resilience: At stage i = 5 the blue DC splinters. Until stage i = 7 the splinter
completely absorbed the rest of the DC, effectively recombining it. Transient discontinuity: Among
the two smaller DCs at i = 3, only the upper (pink) classifies as a splinter. The orange one remains
separated considerably longer, until t7, from the blue DC and is therefore counted as a DC on its own.
4.1 Relating neighbouring snapshots
The implementation of a majority based identification of clusters from different time points will
determine the mechanistic definition of a DC. Practically, we first assess the similarity of two
clusters from consecutive snapshots. To do so, we use the fraction of shared members, only
considering resident members, i.e. data sources that contribute a data point to both snapshots.
We divide the size of the intersection of two clusters by the number of resident individual in one
and the other cluster, respectively. This yields two similarity measures that are unaffected by
member turnover. These measures represent the fraction of members from one cluster present in
the other, and vice-versa. They can be considered as non-symmetric variations of the well known
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Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1901). Based on these similarity measures, we identify the clusters in
the neighbouring snapshots that are most similar. Since our similarity measure is not symmetric,
we use the term mapping relation whenever we follow the majority forward in time, and tracing
relation for a time backward direction. We will use a bijective majority match, i.e. a cluster is the
tracing cluster of its own mapping cluster, as a condition to associate two cluster from consecutive
snapshots to each other and, ultimately, to the same DC. Note that a posterior cluster could trace
back to more than one prior cluster, and the same holds true in the other direction. Therefore, we
consider sets of clusters when identifying bijective majority matches.
4.2 Generalisation to relations between distant time points
What renders this approach non-trivial, and will allow us to implement the remaining required
features, is a generalisation of mapping and tracing relations to a measure between snapshots
from distant time points. Concretely, for each cluster we will identify the earliest set of clusters
with which it forms a bijective majority match and try to associate the cluster to the same DC as
the clusters in this set. To generalise, we apply the matching between consecutive time points
iteratively. Following tracing relations back over several snapshots we can construct what we
call a tracing path, and a mapping path for the inverted direction. A cluster forms a bijective
majority match with a set of clusters from an earlier time point if, at some depth or recursion,
the tracing path of the cluster equates to this set and the mapping path from the set equates a set
with the later cluster as its unique member. There is, in principle, no restriction on the number of
time points over which a bijective majority match occurs. We include the possibility of such a
restriction in the form of a parameter, determining the maximal recursion depth of the tracing and
mapping paths. This parameter allows, on the one hand, to set a limit to the duration of within
DC processes and, on the other hand, to study the types of transient decompositions present in the
data by comparing DC structures generated under different restrictions for this maximal length.
We consider a cluster to hold its own majority, hence a cluster always forms a bijective majority
match at least with itself. If a cluster forms a bijective majority match with sets of clusters from
earlier snapshots, we associate the cluster to the DC of the earliest source set, i.e. the earliest
set that forms a bijective majority match with the target cluster and contains exclusively clusters
associated to the same DC. The combination of all clusters in the tracing and mapping paths
connecting the target cluster to this source set can be seen as the sequence of sets of clusters along
which the identity of a DC can propagate through time, and will be referred to as the identity flow
of the target cluster.
An identity flow spanning over more than two snapshots can enclose sequences of cluster sets
(see blue clusters in FIG. 4). These embedded sequences are necessarily shorter than the maximal
length of an identify flow and satisfy our conditions for transient homogeneous discontinuities.
We thus identify clusters belonging to embedded sequences as marginal parts of the embedding
DC.
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4.3 Definition of a dynamic cluster
We define a DC as a sequence of sets of clusters, where each cluster either, (i) has an identity flow
with a source set contained in the DC, (ii) is contained in an identity flow of a cluster belonging to
the DC, or (iii) is part of the clusters marginalised by the identify flow of other clusters belonging
to the DC (for a mathematical definition refer to SI SECTION 3).
The identification of the source set of a cluster is conditioned on the maximal length of a bijective
majority match which must be determined a priori through a parametrisation of the method.
According to this definition, a minimal configuration of a DC might consist of a set containing a
single cluster only.
4.4 Algorithmic procedure
Refer to FIG. 4 for a visual illustration of the algorithmic procedure, or to TABLE S1 of the
supplementary material for an in depth step-by-step description.
The algorithmic procedure defining our ad hoc evolutionary clustering method consists in passing
through the sequence of snapshots, starting at the earliest time point and performing two distinct
tasks for each cluster in the current snapshot:
1. Associate the cluster and all clusters in its identity flow to the DC of its source set.
2. Correct existing DC-clustering associations from previous time steps based on the marginal-
isations induced by the identity flow.
How far the procedure can reach back in time to determine a source set of a target cluster needs
to be determined through a parametrisation of the method. This parameter can be considered as
the method’s history horizon and must be given in number of time steps. Henceforth, we will
refer to a particular configuration of the method as x-step history, where x specifies the number
of snapshots the algorithm reaches back in time.
5 Consistency in evolutionary clustering
So far, we have focused on the features we consider desirable to define and, ultimately, to detect
DCs. The presented method is a direct implementation of these features, thereby delivering
qualitatively satisfying DC structures, when using our custom features as quality criteria. A
more objective approach for quality assessment consists in exploring the auto-correlation of the
members between time points. Note that we consider a DC to be a sequence of sets of clusters,
however, the members of a DC at a given time point are all data sources that belong to the clusters
within the set of clusters from this time point. The auto-correlation is given by
C(i) =
|ci ∩ ci+1|
|ci ∪ ci+1| , (1)
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FIG. 4 Illustration of a DC-cluster association with a 3-step history. Framed in orange is the target
cluster at ti+1 that will be associated to the DC of the source set of clusters at ti−1, coloured in purple.
The source set is defined as the earliest candidate set for a bijective match, given the history parameter
and consists of a single cluster in the current example. The association is based on a bijective majority
match between the target cluster and the source set. The fluxes, highlighted in orange, show the tracing
path of the target cluster, while those highlighted in purple describe the mapping path from the source
set. Together, the purple and yellow fluxes are called the identity flow (see TABLE S1 for further details).
Fluxes coloured in blue designate tracing or mapping paths that are attached exclusively to clusters from
the identity flow. By construction, these fluxes do not contribute to the identity propagation of a DC and
are thus called marginal flows. The ensemble of involved clusters, indicated by coloured frames, will be
associated to the purple DC as a result from the illustrated bijective match.
where ci and ci+1 are the sets of members of the DC, c, at time points i, respectively i+ 1, and
|x| denotes the cardinality of set x.
C(i), also known as the Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1901), indicates the fraction of identical members
among all members present. As such, it can be understood as an assessment of membership
consistency between neighbouring snapshots. To alleviate the notation we consider a DC, c, that
is not present at snapshot i to have a member set of ci = ∅. We define the total consistency of a
dynamic clustering as the average auto-correlation. With the average over all DCs and for each
DC over all pairs of neighboring time points the DC exists:
Ctot =
∑
c∈DC
∑n−1
i=0
|ci∩ci+1|
|ci∪ci+1|∑
c∈DC |c| − |DC|
, (2)
with n the total number of snapshots, DC the set of all dynamic clusters and |c| the number of
snapshots in which the DC c exists.
This definition excludes creation and destruction events, i.e. the DC is only present in one of the
two neighbouring snapshots. It thus indicates the overall consistency of existing structures.
If no external criteria exist that allow the determination of a suitable x-step history parameter, we
argue that choosing a value that maximises the total consistency score is a sensible choice. Doing
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so leads to the most consistent temporal structure within the range of DC structures that result
from all possible parametrisations.
6 Use cases
We present two exemplary use cases for our method. In the first we analyse the voting behaviour
of US senators over the entire history of the USA. The US congress is well known to be dominated
by a two party system over a long period of its existence, so this first analysis serves also as
a test case, in the sense that we expect this two party system to be reflected in the outcome of
our method. In a second case, we analyse the contact structure in a population of free-ranging
house mice for which we have individual contact data over several generations. Here, no clear
expectations can be formalized a priori and the analysis presented hereafter focuses on an ideal
parametrization of our method by maximisation of the total consistency. A more in-depth analysis
of this population of house mice is carried out in a separate study (Liechti et al., submitted).
6.1 US senator votes
In a first example we analyse the voting behaviour of United States senators over the 116 con-
gresses in the history of the USA. From the raw voting data, obtained from voteview.com (Lewis
et al., 2018), we create a sequence of relational datasets of US representatives in the senate,
with each congress as a time point in this sequence. In order to create the relational dataset
for a single congress, we follow the approach outlined by Waugh et al. (2009) that creates
connections between representatives if they show similar voting patterns. More precisely, we
define the connection strength between two senators during a congress as the fraction of identical
votes among all occasions both were balloting. Based on these pairwise voting similarities we
construct a network for each congress on which we apply a standard modularity optimisation
heuristics (Clauset et al., 2004), implemented by Csardi et al. (2006), to determine the community
structure. Since this analysis is based on network data we will refer to clusters as communities
and dynamic clusters as dynamic communities for the rest of this paragraph. For each congress
the resulting structure groups senators into voting-communities, i.e. according to their voting
behaviour.
The political system in the USA is said to be polarised into two fractions (for an overview see
Farina, 2015) and thus we expect a congress to present predominantly two voting-communities.
The alluvial diagram in FIG. 5a indeed shows, with very few exceptions (4th, 11th and 70th
congress), consistently two voting communities per congress. A sequence with community
structures as rudimentary as this is an ideal showcase to highlight the majority based association
criterion that our method is based on: It simply allows to identify which of the two voting-clusters
in a latter congress relates to which voting-cluster in the former congress (assuming a 1-step
history). Indeed, when applying our method to this sequence, we find that from the 38th congress
onward the US senate is essentially divided into the same two dynamic voting-communities.
Also note, that the output is largely parameter-independent: for values bigger than a 1-step
history, the dynamic community structure remains unchanged. Setting the history parameter to
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1-step, simply creates new dynamic communities for those congresses with an additional third
voting-community, i.e. for the 4th, 11th and 70th congress. In FIG. 5a we colour each dynamic
voting-community with a party colour, if more than 50% of the ensemble of member senators
belong to the same party (a single dynamic voting-community ends up not being occupied by
a party). The resulting alluvial diagram is a striking illustration of the two party system that
has dominated congress in the USA over almost 170 years. As such, this exemplary use case
provides an ideal example to validate or method. However, we can use the resulting dynamic
voting-communities to further explore the dynamic of voting behaviour in the US senate: We now
ask to what extent these dynamic voting-communities are a reflection of the party associations
of their senator members. FIG. 5b reports for each voting-community dominated by a party
the fraction of members belonging to the dominant party. We find that the dynamic community
dominated by the Republicans (in red) originated in the 18th congress, which is much before
the Republican party came into existence (1850s). Thus, the Republicans did not found a new
voting-community but integrated and took over an existing one. From congress 73 to 78, the
Republican voting-communities become considerably smaller, indicating a shift towards the
voting behaviour from the Democratic dynamic voting-cluster. This shift coincides with the New
Deal Coalition. Further, during the 74th and the 75th congress, the Republicans represented only
about 50% of their dominated voting-community, with the Democrats remaining dominant in
theirs. We conclude that the Republicans were not just less well represented in the senate, but
also that some senators from the Democrats were showing a voting behaviour closer related to
the one of the Republicans, leading them to belong to the Republican voting-community.
For the Democrats the origin is reversed. Their dynamic voting-community comes into existence
in the 38th congress, towards the end of the Civil War. Before that, the Democrats belonged to
the dynamic voting-community that was not dominated by a single party. For several congresses
it was the Whip party that dominated in the associated voting-communities, only towards the end
of its life-span the Democrats became the main party in this dynamic voting-community. It is
interesting to note, that at the end of the Civil War a new voting-community emerged that was
initially not dominated by the Democrats, but they became, with time the dominant party.
In more recent history the political system in the USA is said to be highly polarised, potentially
more than it ever was throughout its history (Farina, 2015). In terms of dynamic voting communi-
ties we note fewer transitions between dynamic voting-communities (fluxes from one colour to
the other in FIG. 5a) in the last 20 year, with no transitions at all in the last five congresses. While
this does not exclude the possibility that some senators changed party affiliation, it shows that
none of them switched dynamic voting-communities and thus changed his/her voting behaviour
drastically. Regarding the question whether the current polarisation is unique in history, we
can only add to consideration that another period with few or no transitions between dynamic
voting-communities existed, from the 44th to the 55th congress.
6.2 Social networks analysis in wild house mice
As a second example, we analyse the social structure of an individually tagged population of
free-ranging house mice, Mus musculus domesticus (Ko¨nig et al., 2012, 2015; Geiger et al.,
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FIG. 5 US senate patterns of similar voting behaviour over its entire history (116 congresses). a,
Alluvial diagram illustrating dynamic voting-communities (see main text for details) of senators with
similar voting behaviour. If more than 50% of all senators belonging to a dynamic voting-community
belong to the same party, the dynamic community is coloured with the party colour (see panel b for
the corresponding legend). If no party holds more than 50% of the members - the case for a single
dynamic community only - then the dynamic community is coloured in gray. b, Fraction of community
members that belong to the dominant party within the related dynamic voting-community. For each
of the coloured dynamic voting-communities in panel (a) we report the fraction members at each time
point that belong to the colouring party. Dashed lines with gray markers report the fraction of the two
best represented parties (Whig and Democrats) in the gray dynamic voting-community that was not
dominated by a single party.
2018; Ferrari et al., 2019). In this study, mice of a minimum weight of 18 grams are tagged
with an RFID-chip rendering them detectable by antennas situated at the fourty artificial nest
boxes distributed within a barn containing the population. We use concurrent stays of tagged
mice in these nest boxes as an indication for social contacts between individuals and create,
based on this assumption, contact networks by aggregating the duration of concurrent stays over
fixed observation periods. Following this approach, we get 42 aggregation periods of 14 days of
data collection over the total observation period of two years from 2008 to 2010. Each network
in the resulting sequence of networks, also called time-window graphs (Holme, 2015), is then
partitioned using the community detection algorithm by Rosvall and Bergstrom (2008) in order
to obtain a sequence of clusterings. Finally, we use this sequence of clusterings as input for our
algorithm and analyse how different values of the history parameter affect the dynamic clustering
structure. Since this analysis is based on network data we will refer to clusters as communities
and dynamic clusters as dynamic communities for the rest of this paragraph.
In FIG. 6a, we show the number of different dynamic communities detected as a function of
the history parameter. While the number of distinct dynamic communities drops drastically
within the parameter range from 0 to 5 steps, it remains remarkably stable for higher values.
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FIG. 6b provides a more detailed illustration of the same relation by adding the distribution
of life-spans of the detected dynamic communities for each value of the history parameter.
Similar to the count, the distributions of life-spans of the detected dynamic communities, also,
remain remarkably stable for parameter values bigger than 5 time steps. We conclude that
homogeneous discontinuities extending over more than 5 time steps, i.e. more than 70 days,
are rare, with a notable exception of a single decomposition spanning over 12 time steps. Even
though homogeneous discontinuities are mainly short lived, we consistently find (for history
parameters bigger than 5 time steps) dynamic communities that persist over a significant fraction
of the observation period. We thus hypothesise that this population of free-ranging house mice
is organised in a social structure of rather stable dynamic communities. We leave an in-depth
analysis of the temporal dynamics in the social structure of this population to further studies.
FIG. 6c presents the total consistency score for the applied range of the history parameter. It
is maximal for a parameter range from 12 to 22 steps, which corresponds also to a range of
consistent distributions of life-spans (see FIG. 6b). Thus, we argue that a 12-step history would
be a sensible parametrisation of our method when applied on the community structure within this
population of house mice.
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FIG. 6 Characteristics of the dynamic community structure. a, Total number of detected dynamic
communities for the range of investigated values of the x-step history parameter. b, Distribution of
life-spans of dynamic communities for various values of the history parameter. For each distribution
(column) the average is reported by a black border around the bin the average falls into, while a weighted
average is reported by green borders. The weighted average is to be understood as the life-span of
the dynamic community an average house mouse resides in. From a 5-step history parameter on, the
distribution show high consistency. Notable is a single homogeneous discontinuity that spans over
12 time steps, resulting in a remarkable increase of the weighted average. It also marks the start of
a parameter region, from 12- to 22-step, with maximal total consistency. c, Total consistency, for
different values of the history parameter. Illustrated in green is a version including all individuals to
the auto-correlation of two consecutive points, whereas only resident individuals are considered in the
orange curve. The configurations with maximal total consistency are marked with a star.
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7 Discussion
We have presented an algorithm that detects dynamic clusters (DCs) in a sequence of snapshots
of time stamped data. It is based on a precisely defined set of features that allow new DCs to
form, old ones to disappear, as well as existing DCs to shrink, grow or to transiently split and
merge. The algorithm only depends on a time-series of cluster associations and is, therefore,
compatible with any clustering method for non-relational and relational data. Thus the user can
choose the most suitable clustering method according to the particular study and/or dataset at
hand. Furthermore, this minimal input leads to an efficient scalability of our method with the
size of the dataset, i.e. the number of data sources present. It scales linearly with the number
of data sources, if the number of clusters detected does not depend on the size of the dataset.
Consequentially, our method is unlikely to ever figure as the computational bottleneck in the
analysis of temporal data. Only in the limit case when the number of clusters per snapshot scales
linearly with the number of data sources is the scalability comparable to the one of a typical
clustering method (see SI SECTION 4 for further details).
Identifying clusters in a dataset requires an algorithmic procedure that classifies data sources.
Such an algorithm does, in principle, not need to stem from an explicit definition of what a
cluster should be. It can be based on relations between single data points and thus only implicitly
define the concept of a cluster - e.g. two feature vectors need to be closer than a certain distance,
in order for their respective data source to belong to the same cluster. As a result, clustering
methods implement a variety of, at least partially, not well defined concepts of a cluster. This
is not only a challenge for traditional clustering, both in relational and non-relational data, but
perhaps even more so in data with a temporal resolution. Therefore, emphasis should be put
on a clear outline of the features that define dynamic clusters, be it in the presentation of a new
algorithmic procedure, as we do here, or in the application of an existing one.
Finally, this diversity in concepts calls for objective measures that allow to quantify structures
deduced by evolutionary clustering methods. With the total consistency measure defined in this
study, we present a measure that does not only allow to objectively parametrise the novel method
but also permits to compare different dynamic clusterings quantitatively.
Our method allows to detect transient homogeneous decompositions in dynamic clusters that
are present at longer time scales. Here it is important to clarify, that the detected dynamic
clusters differ from the clustering that would result from simply expanding the aggregation
period. This, in part, because transient decompositions that are not homogeneous, i.e. a dynamic
cluster decomposes and some of its parts recombine with (parts of) a different dynamic cluster,
might lead to a single cluster including all involved data sources when aggregating over the
entire duration of the decomposition. Another difference is the information that our method
retains about transient sub-clusters. Even if the algorithm determines that, for a given snapshot,
several clusters belong to the same DC, the composition of this DC in terms of clusters remains
available. This information on the temporal dynamics within a DC is lost if one simply expands
the aggregation period. Gaining access to the temporal within DC dynamics is the stand alone
feature of this novel method and allows to gain insights on within-DC processes, such as the
presence and course of sub-clusters or fission-fusion processes (Aureli et al., 2008).
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Supplementary Materials:
A time resolved clustering method revealing longterm structures
and their short-term internal dynamics
SI 1 Snapshot representation of data with a temporal resolution
The presented method for the detection of dynamic clusters requires a time-series of clusterings
of data sources. Time-series data present the particularity that a data source might contribute
several data points each of which being associated to a discrete time stamp, thus forming a
snapshot of the system associated to this particular time stamp. For some data this time stamp is
given naturally through the process of data collection, for other data the individual data points
require binning onto a series of discrete time stamps, before a classification in the form of a
clustering can be performed. Binning consists of aggregating multiple data points from the same
data source such that for each snapshot a data source maximally contributes a single data point.
Formally, the raw data for a sequence of snapshots must be present in form of a series of T
clusterings of individual data sources {Gi|i ∈ N; i ≤ T} associated to T time points,
{ti|i ∈ N; i ≤ T}, respectively. At any time point ti the clustering Gi consist of a set of Mi
clusters, Gi = {gi,α|α ∈ N;α ≤Mi}. For short, we will refer to the time point ti simply by its
index i.
Consider a DC, c, of length L with σc : {j ∈ N; j ≤ Lc} → {i ∈ N; i ≤ T} a mapping of the
index from the time-series of length L of member sets of c to the time-series index of the
sequence of snapshots. The function σc is to be understood as the mapping that yields for an
index in the time-series of the DC the corresponding index of the time-series of snapshots. Thus
σc allows to place an event within the life-span of c onto the time-series representing the
dynamic dataset. Let ci be the set of members of c at the time point i, respectively, at the time
point j, with σc(j) = i, of the time-series of its member set.
SI 2 The life-cycle of a dynamic cluster
We distinguish between six elementary events that might occur in the life-cycle of a dynamic
cluster (DC). These events can be described as follows:
birth : The DC c is born at time point i+ 1 if σc(0) = i+ 1 and none of the data sources
present in ci+1 are members of any other DC at time point i. Note that while ci+1 always
exists, the second condition might not always apply, and thus the life-cycle of a DC might
not contain a birth event.
death: A DC dies at i+ 1 if σc(L) = i and none of its members in ci are present at time point
i+ 1. Here too, the second condition might not always apply, resulting in an optional
presence of a death event in the life-cycle of the DC.
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growth: The size of DC c at time point σc(j + 1) = i+ 1 is given by |ci+1|, i.e. the number of
members present. The DC thus grows if there is an increase in its size between i and i+ 1.
shrinkage: A DC shrinks if its size decreases between i and i+ 1.
split: The DC c splits at time point σc(j + 1) = i+ 1 if the members of ci are distributed over
more than one cluster at time point i+ 1. A split thus designates the creation of (at least)
one new DC. A priori, it is not determined whether the splitting DC continues to exist.
Depending on the applied rules, the DCs holding the remaining members of the split DC at
index i+ 1 might all be identified as different from the split DC. Hence, the split of a DC
can also lead to its disappearance.
merge: Two or more DC merge to become the DC c at time point σc(j + 1) = i+ 1, if the
members of ci+1 are distributed over more than one DC at time point i. Depending on the
specific rules applied the DC at time point i+ 1 might be identified as different than, or as
one of the involved DC from i. Thus a merge event will lead to the disappearance of at
least one DC and might lead to the creation of a new DC at time point i+ 1.
SI 3 Evolutionary clustering in a sequence of snapshots
representing temporal data
SI 3.1 Similarity between clusters from consecutive time points
To relate clusters between time points a measure to quantify cluster similarity is required. Given
that clusters are sets of data sources, that we will call its members, a parsimonious choice as basis
of a similarity measure between them is the fraction of identical members (fim).
For two clusters, gi−1,α and gi,β , from the clustering Gi−1 at time point i− 1 and the clustering
Gi from time point i, the fim can be defined in three ways:
fim(gi−1,α, gi,β) =
|gi−1,α ∩ gi,β|
|gi−1,α ∪ gi,β| (S1)
fim→(gi−1,α, gi,β) =
|gi−1,α ∩ gi,β|
|gi−1,α| (S2)
fim←(gi−1,α, gi,β) =
|gi−1,α ∩ gi,β|
|gi,β| , (S3)
where |x| denotes the cardinality of set x. The most common definition, Equation S1, is the
Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1901). It is given by the ratio between the size of the intersection and the
size of the union of both clusters. The Jaccard index is a symmetric measure of cluster similarity.
The two other variations, Equation S2 and Equation S3, are given by asymmetric definitions and
use the ratio between the sizes of a single cluster and the union, leading to a time-forward or a
time-backward definition of the fim. For two clusters, gi−1,α and gi,β , the time-forward definition
yields the fim of cluster gi−1,α present in gi,β , equivalently the time-backward definition, the fim
of cluster gi,β present in gi−1,α.
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Independent on the specific definition used, a cluster from time point i might have a non-zero fim
with several clusters from i− 1 and vice-versa. As soon as a non-zero fim exists, the biggest fim,
indicating the best overlap in terms of resident data sources, can be associated to one or several
clusters from the neighbouring snapshot. For clarity, the set of clusters holding the biggest
fraction under the asymmetric definition is named mapping set in the time-forward case and
tracing set in the time-backward case. It follows, that the mapping set of cluster gi−1,α consists
of the subset from Gi that hold the majority of members from gi−1,α at time ti:
ms(gi−1,α) = argmax
β∈N;β≤Mi
|gi−1,α ∩ gi,β|. (S4)
Equivalently, the tracing set of cluster gi,β consists of the subset from Gi−1 that hold the majority
of its members at time ti−1:
ts(gi,β) = argmax
α∈N;α≤Mi−1
|gi,β ∩ gi−1,α|. (S5)
In most cases the tracing and mapping set consist of a single cluster. Only in the
case Equation S4 or Equation S5 yield more than one cluster, i.e. the biggest fraction of members
is present in several neighbouring clusters, we consider these sets to consist of several clusters.
Note that, whenever we talk about sets containing a single cluster only, our notation might ignore
the fact that we are talking about sets, so we might right things like ts(gi,β) = gi−1,α, while
technically we should write ts(gi,β) = {gi−1,α}.
In addition to the mapping and tracing sets of cluster gi−1,α, one can define the tracer set of
cluster gi−1,α, i.e. the set of clusters from i that have a tracing set consisting of only gi−1,α:
tser(gi−1,α) = {gi,β|ts(gi,β) = gi−1,α}. (S6)
Equivalently, the mapper set of a cluster gi,β holds all clusters from i− 1 that have cluster gi,β as
the only member of their mapping set:
mser(gi,β) = {gi−1,α|ms(gi−1,α) = gi,β}. (S7)
Note, the intersection of mapper and tracing set of cluster gi,β might also be the empty set.
Clusters from neighbouring snapshots might be related through a mapping and/or tracing relation.
In the particular case where the cluster gi−1,α form i− 1 has the cluster gi,β as its mapping set
and gi,β has gi−1,α as its tracing set, we will speak of a bijective majority match between gi−1,α
and gi,β . A bijective majority match is given, if any of the following conditions is met:
ms(gi−1,α) = gi,β ∧ ts(gi,β) = gi−1.α (S8)
ms(gi−1,α) = gi,β ∧ gi,β ∈ tser(gi−1,α) (S9)
ts(gi,β) = gi−1,α ∧ gi−1,α ∈ mser(gi,β) (S10)
We consider two clusters forming a bijective majority match, i.e. that reciprocally hold their
majorities, as different temporal representations of each other. Note that we also consider the
trivial relation of a cluster to itself as a bijective majority map between a cluster and itself.
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For any specific definition of the fim the normalizing term, i.e. the size of the union in the
symmetric case and the size of each cluster in the asymmetric cases, can be reduced to resident
members only, i.e. data sources that contribute a data point to both snapshots. The definitions of
the previously introduced sets readily adapts to a residual-only fim, leading to a bijective majority
match of residual members as basis for associations of clusters between time points. From this
point on, we only consider resident members, since appearing/disappearing members contribute
to a cluster identity in only one of the two time points, and thus provide no information on the
similarity of clusters between snapshots. In doing so we assure that the resulting dynamic
clusters become robust against a high turnover rate of members.
SI 3.2 Similarity between clusters from distant time points
The various sets defined in the previous section describe relations between a single source cluster
from one and sets of clusters from a neighbouring snapshot. To compare subsets from clusterings
more than one time step apart we apply the relations described above, provided a minor
adaptation: We extend the source cluster to a source set of clusters. The above relations will then
be applied on each cluster in the set separately. As a practical example, consider the mapping set
of {gi,α, gi,γ} ⊂ Gi consisting of the union of both mapping sets from gi,α and gi,γ :
ms({gi,α, gi,γ}) = ms(gi,α) ∪ms(gi,γ) (S11)
Using these revised definitions, relations of subsets from adjacent clusterings can be stacked to
sequences relating sets of clusters from distant snapshots. Of particular interest are the recursive
application of the mapping set, msn(gi,α), and the recursive application of the tracing set,
tsn(gi,α). These two functions will be called mapping path and tracing path of lengths n and
form the basis for a generalization of the bijective majority match of clusters from distant time
points. In particular, if a cluster gi,α has a tracing path that yields a set of clusters from an earlier
time point, and this set of clusters has a mapping path that consists of gi,α at time point i, we will
consider this to be a bijective majority match between gi,α and the earlier set of clusters. Thus, a
bijective majority match between cluster gi,α, from time point i, and the set of clusters tsn(gi,α),
from time point i− n, is given if:
msn(tsn(gi,α)) = gi,α (S12)
Note, for n = 1 this relation simply reduces to the condition formulated in Equation S8 for
neighbouring time points: ms(ts(gi,α)) = gi,α. Just as in the case of neighbouring time points,
we consider the set tsn(gi,α) and gi,α as different temporal representations of each other,
if Equation S12 holds true. A minor clarification is at hand here: Since tsn(gi,α) is a set of
clusters, gi,α figures as temporally different representation of all of them. This will be
problematic in cases single clusters from tsn(gi,α) were found to belong to different dynamic
communities. Consequentially, we define the source set of gi,α as the earliest set of clusters
forming a bijective majority match with gi,α while containing only clusters that belong to the
same dynamic community. Recall, that for a dynamic cluster c its members at time point i are
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given by ci, so we can define the source set of gi,α as:
ss(gi,α) = max
n
({
tsn(gi,α)|msn(tsn(gi,α)) = gi,α ∧ ∃!c : gi−n ⊂ ci; ∀gi−n ∈ tsn(gi,α)
})
.
(S13)
Clearly n < i, as the earliest time point is the first snapshot. Since we consider each cluster to
hold its own majority, we postulate the trivial relations ts0(gi,α) = gi,α and ms0(gi,α) = gi,α
and thus n ≥ 0. For n = 0, the conditions within the set defined in Equation S13 will always be
met, and thus we can assure the existence of a source set for all clusters. We add further
restrictions by defining a maximal value for the recursion depth of the tracing and mapping paths,
nmax. This will allow us to set a time horizon beyond which bijective majority matches should
no longer be considered. It follows that the source set, as defined in Equation S13, depends on
this maximal value for n and we need to refine the definition by:
ss(gi,α) = max
n; n∈[0,...,min(i−1,nmax)]
({
. . .
})
. (S14)
Given each cluster has a source set, we can define the identity flow, as the ensemble of all clusters
that figure in the mapping path and the tracing path between the cluster, gi,α and its source set,
ss(gi,α) = ts
n∗(gi,α):
if(gi,α) = tf ∪mf ◦ ss, (S15)
with the tracing flow given by:
tf(gi,α) =
{
ts0 ∪ ts1 ∪ . . . ∪ tsn∗} (S16)
and the mapping flow:
mf(ss(gi,α)) =
{
ms0 ◦ ss ∪ms1 ◦ ss ∪ . . . ∪msn∗ ◦ ss}. (S17)
To alleviate the notation we omitted gi,α as argument on the right hand sides, i.e. we wrote tsn
∗
instead of tsn
∗
(gi,α), respectively msn
∗ ◦ ss instead of msn∗(ss(gi,α)).
By definition, the identity flow of a target cluster will contain its source set and the cluster itself.
Any other cluster that might belong to the identity flow takes part in the propagation of the
identity of the dynamic community from the source set to the target cluster. We will thus
associate the members of each one of these clusters to this dynamic community at the point of
existence of these clusters.
SI 3.3 Marginalisation induced by identity flows
Before our method is completely specified, another fact requires our attention: For an identity
flow with a length of n∗ > 1, we might have other identity flows embedded into it. As embedded
in an identity flow we consider a sequence of sets of clusters, if the earliest set is tracing back,
and the latest is mapping forward to subsets of clusters from the identity flow. Since we consider
all clusters contained in an identity flow to belong to the same dynamic cluster, an embedded
sequence is therefore, (i) embedded into a dynamic cluster, and (ii) necessarily shorter than the
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maximal length of an identity flow, nmax. Consequentially, we treat this sequence as a transient
part (due to ii) of a homogeneous decomposition (due to i) of the dynamic cluster. Therefore, we
associate the members of all clusters contained within this sequence to the dynamic community
embedding it via the identity flow. We refer to this process as marginalisation of the embedded
sequence.
Reasoning in terms of identity flows, an identity flow is embedded into another one, and
consequentially marginalised, if its source set is tracing back, and its target cluster is mapping
forward to the embedding identity flow. This marginalisation might lead to further identity flows
being embed into combinations of the embedding and the now marginalised flow, leading to
further marginalisations. If we follow this logic, carrying out all marginalisations induced by an
identity flow becomes an iterative process.
An alternative approach to carry out all marginalisations can be formulated by means of the
tracer and mapper sets defined earlier (see Equation S7 and Equation S6): Given the target
cluster, gi,α, with its identity flow, if(gi,α), and its source set, ss(gi,α) = tsn
∗
(gi,α), any other
cluster within the sequence of clusterings from time points i− n∗ + 1 to i− 1 might be subject
to a marginalisation if at some stage its tracing path, as well as its mapping path, are included in
if(gi,α). We can identify all clusters within the snapshots from i− n+1 to i− 1 that satisfy this
condition trough a recursive application of the mapper set starting from gi,α:
mt(gi,α) =
{
mser ∪mser2 ∪ . . . ∪msern∗
}
, (S18)
which is what we will call the mapper tree, and the tracer tree, i.e. a recursive application of the
tracer set, starting from the source set ss(gi,α) = tsn
∗
(gi,α):
tt(ss(gi,α)) =
{
tser ◦ ss ∪ tser2 ◦ ss ∪ . . . ∪ tsern∗ ◦ ss
}
. (S19)
For any cluster within the mapper tree we know that its mapping path will, at some point, be
contained within the identity flow of gi,α. This because its mapping path eventually equals to
gi,α. Further, any cluster within the tracer tree of the source set from gi,α will have some stage of
its tracing path included in the identity flow, as eventually its tracing path equals to ss(gi,α). It
follows, that all clusters being both part of the tracer tree of the source set and the mapper tree of
the target cluster have tracing and mapping paths that are included into the identity flow of gi,α.
Thus, these clusters are marginalised by the identity flow of gi,α. Formally, all clusters
marginalised by the identity flow of gi,α are both part of its mapper tree and the tracer tree of its
source set, but not part of its identity flow:
marg(gi,α) =
{
g
∣∣ g ∈ mt(gi,α) ∩ tt(ss(gi,α)); g /∈ if(gi,α)}. (S20)
SI 3.4 Definition of a dynamic cluster
With the definitions of the identity flow of a cluster, Equation S15, and the ensemble of clusters
marginalised by it, Equation S20, we can formulate a definition of a dynamic cluster:
Given a maximal value for the length of an identity flow, nmax, a dynamic cluster is given by the
smallest possible ensemble of clusters that either, (i) have their source set included in the
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ensemble, (ii) belong to an identity flow of a cluster that has its source set included in the
ensemble, or (iii) belong the marginalised clusters of an identify flow from a cluster satisfying (i)
or (ii).
The ensemble needs to be as small as possible, as otherwise combinations of ensembles that
fulfill this definition still qualify as dynamic communities, eventually leading to a giant dynamic
community that includes all clusters present in the dataset.
SI 3.5 Algorithmic application procedure
For a sequence of snapshots, we will apply the definition of a dynamic cluster iteratively, starting
from the first snapshot, consistently ignoring data from all further snapshot.
The maximal value of the length of an identity flow, nmax, sets a limit for the length over which
the identity of a dynamic cluster can span, and consequentially, limits the maximal length of
sequences that can be marginalised. In an iterative application, this values determines how far an
identity flow can maximally reach back, and thus, can be understood as some sort of horizon for
the history we can modify and take into account. Therefore, we name this parameter the history
parameter and will refer to an application of our method with a specific value for it as “using a
x-step history”.
In TABLE S1 we illustrate the algorithmic procedure. First, we demonstrate the base case, i.e. the
application of our definition of a dynamic cluster considering only the first snapshot of the time
series. Second, we walk through a step case, i.e. the application of our definition to an arbitrary
time point, i+ 1, assuming the method was applied to all previous time points. While we
describe the single steps of the algorithmic procedure, we leave it to the reader to verify that the
resulting dynamic clusters indeed satisfy the definition provided above.
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TABLE S1 Step-by-step description of the novel evolutionary clustering method illustrated by
means of an example using a 3-step history. For more information on the applied terminology see SI
SECTION 3.
Illustration Description Comment
Base Case: Cluster-DC association at the first step of the time-series.
t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
At the start of the time-series, t0,
all present clusters are associated to
newly created, distinct DCs.
In the present example cluster g0,0
is the only element in the initial
clustering G0. It is associated to
a new DC indicated in purple.
Step Case: Cluster-DC association at time point ti+1, given all cluster-DC associations of time points ti+j , j ≤ 0.
st
ag
e
0
ti 3 ti 2 ti 1 ti ti + 1 ti + 2
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Select a target cluster from time
step, ti+1, that has not yet been as-
sociated to a DC.
The target cluster gi+1,0 is marked
in orange.
The order at which clusters from
the next snapshot are processed has
no effect on the output of the algo-
rithm.
st
ag
e
1
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Determine the tracing set of the tar-
get cluster. If the mapping set of
the target cluster’s tracing set is the
target cluster, a tracing flow can be
constructed. If not, the target clus-
ter is associated to a newly created
DC.
The tracing flow is colored in or-
ange. The tracing set {gi,1} is
marked red, its forward mapping
flow is marked in red.
The tracing set holds the majority
of members of the target cluster at
the previous snapshot, ti.
st
ag
e
2
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Iteratively construct the tracing
flow: At each iteration identify the
next tracing set of the last set in the
tracing flow. If the next tracing set
has a mapping flow that is at some
time point contained in the tracing
flow, it is added to the tracing flow.
The tracing flow is colored in or-
ange. The next tracing set is high-
lighted in red and its mapping flow
is marked in red.
The tracing flow follows the (not
yet known) DC identity of the target
cluster back in time. Equivalently,
the mapping flow follows the DC
identity of the last tracing set for-
ward in time.
Continued on next page
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Table S1 – continued from previous page
Illustration Description Comment
st
ag
e
3
ti 3 ti 2 ti 1 ti ti + 1 ti + 2
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
The tracing flow ends either if no
further tracing set exists, at the de-
fined history-limit or the first time
point in the time-series, t0.
For the coloring see previous stage.
In the present example a 3-step his-
tory was used, thus the tracing flow
stops at ti−2.
st
ag
e
4
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Identify all the potential source sets
along the tracing flow.
The tracing flow is colored in or-
ange with all potential source sets
highlighted in green.
st
ag
e
5
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Determine the source set: Start
from the earliest potential source
set and check if the groups in the
source set belong to a single DC. If
no potential source set satisfies the
condition create a new DC identity
for the target cluster.
The earliest candidate source set,
{gi−2,0}, colored in purple, con-
sists of a single cluster. The other
potential source sets are highlighted
in green.
st
ag
e
6
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Identify the identity flow, i.e. all
clusters from the tracing flow of the
target cluster and the mapping flow
of the source set.
The source set is colored in purple.
Mapping and tracing flows with its
associated clusters are highlighted
in purple.
Clusters within the tracing or/and
the mapping flow propagate com-
munity identities in one/two direc-
tions.
st
ag
e
7
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Iteratively determine the tracer flow
of the source set up to ti+1. The
next set in the tracer flow is given
by the tracer set of the previous set,
starting with the source set.
The tracer flow is highlighted in
blue with its source set colored in
purple. It contains by construction
the identity flow (see stage 6). The
tracer set of a given set consists of
all clusters that have the given set
as their tracing set.
Continued on next page
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Table S1 – continued from previous page
Illustration Description Comment
st
ag
e
8
ti 3 ti 2 ti 1 ti ti + 1 ti + 2
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Iteratively determine the mapper
flow of the target cluster back to the
time point of the source set. The
next set in the mapper flow is given
by the mapper set of the previous
set, starting with a set containing
only the target cluster.
The mapper flow is highlighted in
pink with its initial set consisting of
the target cluster colored in purple.
It contains by construction the iden-
tity flow (see stage 6). The mapper
set of a given set consists of all clus-
ters that have the given set as their
mapping set.
st
ag
e
9
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
At each time point, compute the
intersection between the sets from
the tracer (stage 7), and the map-
per (stage 8) flow. Determine the
marginal clusters, i.e. clusters in the
intersection that do not belong to
the identity flow (from stage 6).
Clusters from the mapping or trac-
ing flow are colored in purple.
Marginal clusters are highlighted
in dark-blue. Marginal clusters, if
present, do not contribute to the per-
sistence of a DC as they propagate
the DC identity maximally in one
direction.
st
ag
e
10
0
0
1
1
0
5
3
2
4
3
4
5
1
2
0
1
0 0
Associate both the identity clusters
(from stage 6) and the marginal
clusters (from stage 9) to the DC
of the source set.
The algorithm has successfully as-
sociated cluster gi+1,0 to a DC and
implemented corrections to the DC
structure based on this new associa-
tion.
SI 4 Scalability of the algorithm
The factors affecting the scalability of our method are: T , the number of snapshots in the
sequence; N , the number of data sources present; G, the average number of cluster per snapshot;
and x (or nmax), the history parameter.
The method can be separated into two operational steps: Firstly, the elementary majority
relations, i.e. between the clusters from two neighbouring snapshots, are established. Secondly,
the dynamic clusters are defined, which includes the identification of majority relations between
sets of clusters from distant time points and the determination of marginal flows.
Elementary majorities result from the similarity between any pair clusters from two neighbouring
snapshots, which is an operation O(N +G2), scaling linearly with the number of data sources
present, N , and the number of all possible pairwise combinations of clusters, G2. The majority
set is then determined by the maximal similarity, which for each cluster is an operation scaling
with the number of clusters in the neighbouring snapshot. Therefore, the majority determination
from the similarities scales, again, with the number of all pairwise combinations of neighbouring
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clusters. Thus, if the number of clusters in a snapshot does not scale with N , the determination of
elementary majority relations scales linearly with N . In the extreme case, where the number of
clusters scales linearly with N , calculating elementary majority relations scales quadratically
with the number of clusters and thus with N2.
In a sequence of snapshots of length T , T − 1 majority relations between neighbouring snapshots
need to be computed and thus the determination of elementary majority relations grows linearly
with the length of the sequence.
Once the elementary majority relations are determined, the algorithm establishes majority
relations between distant sets of clusters with a maximal distance given by the history parameter,
x. At worst, for each cluster, the algorithm finds a majority match reaching x steps back in time,
resulting in x(x+ 1) operations. This because the procedure first reaches one step back in time
and returns to the current position, then two steps and so on, up to x steps back. With the identity
flow at hand, i.e. the majority relations between distant time points, the marginal clusters must be
determined. A cluster has an average size of NG and thus has non-zero similarities with at most
S = min(G, NG ) clusters from a neighbouring snapshot. If the number of cluster scales linearly
with N and if the number of clusters remains roughly constant with N , then this term remains
roughly constant. To determine the marginal flows, we need to follow all mapper relations back
starting from the target cluster and all tracer relations forward starting from the source cluster set,
which both are, in the worst case, operations SO(x) and thus scale exponentially with the history
parameter.
The establishment of majority relations from distant time points does, for a single cluster, not
scale with the length of the sequence, however, the number of clusters scales with O(TG), and
thus is linear in T .
To recap, the algorithm scales at worst: linear in the number of snapshots T and the number of
data sources N , quadratically in the average number of cluster per snapshot G and exponentially
with the history parameter x. As a consequence, the method scales linearly in the number of data
sources present N , if the number of clusters remains roughly constant and quadratically, if the
number of clusters scales linearly with N . Given that clustering algorithms typically relate on
pairwise similarity measures between the data sources and thus scale O(N2), there is little risk
that our method ever appears as the computational bottle neck. Only in the limit case, when the
number of clusters per snapshot scales linearly with the number of data sources, the scaling of
our method with the number of data sources will be comparable to the scaling of the clustering
method providing the sequence of clusters.
SI 5 Software
SI 5.1 MajorTrack
Evolutionary clustering method, tracking persistent but transiently discontinuous clusters in a
sequence of snapshots for temporal non-relations or relational data.
Available on GitHub: https://github.com/j-i-l/MajorTrack
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SI 5.2 pyAlluv
Package for the visualization of Alluvial diagrams in python. It is based on core packages from
matplotlib (Hunter, 2007).
Most of the figures in this study were generated using this package.
Available on GitHub: https://github.com/j-i-l/pyAlluv
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